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Revisions included in this document:
April 2012

Numbering added to Content Descriptions and Achievement standards

August 2013
The content of the Topics in this document is unchanged from that submitted for
recognition by ACARA . For the convenience of teachers, the topics have been
restructured into an integrated curriculum covering material used as the basis for Main
lessons.
English, Maths, Science and History are as recognised in 2012, except that some
integrated topics have had Geography material added.
Draft Geography material integrated, colour coded green pending Recognition
17 Sept 2014
17 Sept 2014
17 Sept 2014

Changes made to terminology relating to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples,
as per ACARA guidelines
Geography Changes made as result of discussions with ACARA
November 2013 & Sept 2104
Changes to Geography / Science Achievement Standards – headings clarified

15 Dec 2014 Geography Recognised by ACARA 14 Nov 2104; colour coding removed
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CURRICULUM TOPICS
Stage 2: CLASS 5
Contents
Developmental Profile
Topics
5.1
5.2
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5.4
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5.8
5.9
5.10
5.11
5.12

English/History/Geography
English/History/Geography
English
History/Geography/Science
Geography/Science
Mathematics:
Mathematics :
Mathematics:
Mathematics:
Mathematics:

p.4
p.7
Ancient Cultures: Ancient India, Persia, Egypt,
Ancient Cultures: Greece
English Language and Literacy
Local Region / State:
Botany
Decimals
Decimals and Fractions
The World of Mathematics
Geometry
Form Drawing

Topics are integrated content areas which can be taught as one or more integrated thematic
morning blocks (Main Lessons) over 3-4 weeks, with connected review and practice lessons
developing the content throughout the year. While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions
to be covered, teachers are able to use their professional judgment concerning the needs of
their Year: content can be recombined or reallocated into Main Lessons and practice lessons
over the year.

Overarching Themes Stage 2, Classes 4-6
Theme A:
Theme B:
Theme C:
Theme D:

p.37

Festivals, Celebrations and the Rhythms of Time
(not applicable to Stage 2)
Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Morning Circle - English/ Creative Arts
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 5 CHILD AGED 10-11 YEARS

Strengthening of Individual Relationship to the World
The experience and sense of self grows and the individual will comes from this developing centre. To
balance this, the consciousness of the interrelatedness of the whole develops both in the feeling life
and emergent thinking.
Curriculum Approach to English
The connectedness is developed further in the
overview of the world literature of Ancient Times.
Although the broad sweep of time is studied the
children are in essence at the height of Ancient
Greece in their emergent thinking, sense of
beauty and their physical balance
Curriculum Approach to Science/geography
The connectedness is developed further in space
with the geographical and mapping skills
extended to the whole region and state. Care for
the environment is a clear responsibility.
Connectedness is also part of the strong class
community that develops at this time.

Curriculum Approach to History
This sense of self and of the connected whole is
met in History with the study of the evolution of
the consciousness of the human being. The
culture, mythological pictures of significant beliefs
or events and immersion in the artistic, musical
and literary impulses are deeply experienced
Curriculum Approach to Maths
The students have a desire to be challenged and
to improve their skills. They consolidate earlier
learning and are conscious of wanting to reach a
level of proficiency. Decimals set the stage for
work with percentages in Class 6.

Connection to Time
Out of the growing memory powers, the sense for time has developed. Memory allows for looking back
and planning the future and, combined with deepening feeling, for the emergence of conscience and
responsibility. (Rawson and Richter, 2000) 1
Curriculum Approach to English and History
Now the conscious engagement with history deepens and the students come to a picture and
experience of the stream of time of ancient worlds and their culture (eg architecture, farming and
building) and mythology, their lands and heroes. Australian history encompasses the cultures of
indigenous Australian peoples and European colonisation.
Curriculum Approach to Science/geography
Now the conscious engagement with history
deepens and the students come to a picture and
experience of the ancient worlds and their culture
(eg architecture, farming and building) and
mythology, their lands and heroes. In Australian
history the indigenous life and European
colonisation are encompassed and there is a
contrast between these two cultures and their
relationship to the land.

Curriculum Approach to Maths
In links to other learning areas, study of ancient
cultures affords an opportunity to integrate
mathematical learning through the experience of
number, geometry and measurement in Ancient
India, Persia, Babylon, Egypt and Greece.

Rawson and Richter, The Educational tasks and content of the Steiner Waldorf Curriculum, Steiner Schools
Fellowship, Forest Row Sussex ,2000
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 5 CHILD AGED 10-11 YEARS

(continued)
Affective Development
During this age, moving forward with the confidence to meet the world out of their individuality, the
children can now freely chose to connect to the other through empathy. A depth of feeling can be
noticed and a sense of personal responsibility, of moral compass.
Curriculum Approach to English and History
In grammar the passive voice is studied in which the experience of the other is paramount. History,
through narrative, is humanity’s story, experienced through both sympathy and antipathy. The feeling
life is expressed and evidenced through focus on the beauty of their main lesson books, their class
relationships and even the grace of their movement. In History/Physical Education the Olympic ideal
of beauty as well as skill and of the greater good of the whole over the individual are paramount.
Curriculum Approach to Science/geography
The development of empathy allows reflection
and writing from different perspectives e.g. care
for and relationship to the environment in
Aboriginal and settler communities. The studies
of Ancient Cultures also gives different pictures of
social and human geography- the Persian
cultivation of the land, the Egyptian connection to
the flooding of the Nile, Greek architecture as
balanced between earth and heaven.

Curriculum Approach to Maths
The beauty of form of the geometry speaks to
the children. The more accurate their
constructions the greater their aesthetic quality.
Colour highlights the creative form. They are
interested in discovering the properties of
numbers which can still fill them with wonder.

Cognitive Development
The development of sense or picture free concepts continues but is not yet primary. Comprehending
realistic descriptions and reasoning through events is a focus, not only individually formed pictures.
The basic rules, processes and structures of literacy and numeracy are generally in place, built on a
firm foundation of rhythmic and pictorial/concrete work as well as frequent skills practice, so that now
emergent intellectual faculties can, by the end of the year, be drawn upon more consciously.
.
Curriculum Approach to English and History
The study of grammar becomes ever more conscious and the students can take different narrative
perspectives in their historical diary reports.
Pure observation of form and characteristics of eg leaves or symmetries of flowers in Botany wakens
the objective perception as well as maintaining the sense of wonder which can be expressed in
descriptive language.
Curriculum Approach to Science/geography
The development at this age allows geographical
skills and research to begin more formally.
Mapping of the countries of India, Persia, Egypt
and Greece as well as Australian regions brings a
developing world view. Through the overview of
the various historical cultures an understanding of
the relationship between geography, agriculture,
production of goods, transportation and
economics becomes clearer.
The consideration of the changes in human
geography in Australia after European
colonisation forms a basis for later sustainability
perspectives.

Curriculum Approach to Maths
The students become increasingly competent in
mathematical skills and independent of pictorial
representation. They solve problems, chose
strategies and work with decimals. I geometry
they are able to complete complex constructions
and begin to work with instruments.
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 5 CHILD AGED 10-11 YEARS
(continued)

Rhythm and Memory
Rhythmic review of work continues in a 2 or 3 day rhythm which utilises the sleep time in which
memory is imprinted through into the conscious awareness, habits and physical skills.
Curriculum Approach to all Subjects
Step 1: In Class 5 the narrative element is joined by more observation, excursions, camps and
teacher-guided reading as learning experiences.
Step 2: Recall is not just story based but focuses space and time in maps and diaries, observations.
Step 3: The students own work may begin to include change of perspective and extension of scope
eg a diary entry from the point of view of a settler or convict.
NB In mathematics the new concepts and skills are still introduced with this rhythm which deepens
learning. This is supported by regular practice sessions throughout the year.
Arts-based Multi-modal Imprinting
Knowledge, understanding and skills are more deeply integrated into the body when they are done in
many different modalities
Curriculum Approach to all Subjects
The study of ancient cultures affords an opportunity to integrate learning through the experience of
music, dances, foods, crafts and mythologies which all bring a greater depth of learning than
conceptual analysis at this age.
Curriculum Approach to Maths
Decimals are introduced visually and concretely and while rhythmic movement of number
patterns is more internalised, artistic imagination is still important.
Physical Development
“The child attains a certain ease and grace of movement ….movement that is co-ordinated, balanced
and harmonious is a key-note of the developmental phase. The child experiences a growth in length;
sustained physical effort is within his or her grasp.” (Rawson and Richter, 2000)
Curriculum Approach to all Subjects
The Olympic ideal is the counterpart to their historical studies and incorporates the grace, strength,
will to strive and unity amongst countries of the world. In striving physically to do the best in the
original skills at a regional Olympic games they test themselves
Curriculum Approach to Maths
The movement of geometrical forms supports the introduction of the complex mathematical
constructions. Physical balance and harmony is mirrored in the finding of balance in number
equations.
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The Study of History in the Steiner Curriculum
Introduction for Steiner Schools
Class 5
In the Fifth Class every effort will be made to make a beginning with actual historical ideas, and just at
this time in the fifth class, there must be no faltering in getting the children to grasp ideas of the cultures
of the oriental and Greek peoples. The reluctance to look back into ancient times has only grown up in
present day man and he has no capacity for applying the right ideas to what he sees when he looks back.
A child between 10 and 11 can do this very well, that is if one continually rouses his feelings in making
him aware of all that can give him understanding of the Orientals and the Greeks.
Rudolf Steiner: Curriculum Lectures Stuttgart 1919
Class 6
Historical accounts of the Greeks and Romans and the effects of Greek and Roman History up to the
beginning of the fifteenth century, form the content of this sixth school year.
(ib)
It is possible to treat wars in ancient times from a cultural-historical perspective…..You must describe the
constitution of Lycurgus and , for example, the difference between the Athenian and Spartan way of
life…with regard to the Roman constitution you must awaken the picture that every Roman was a lawfanatic and could count up the laws on his fingers. The Twelve Table Laws were taught there as the
multiplication tables are taught in our times.
Rudolf Steiner: Lecture 25.9.1919
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Topics 5.1-5.2

English / History /Geography
Ancient Cultures:
Ancient India, Persia, Egypt, Greece

Having lived in the world of the fairy-tale, legend and myth in the first four years the children now are
ready for the borderland between mythology and history proper. Through vast pictures of human
evolution we move from the ancient culture of India to the eastward campaigns of Alexander the Great.
Stories from these ancient civilizations give an historical picture of the human being in his development
into the material world, which parallel the child’s own descent into the world of matter; we are giving the
children a picture of their own evolution.
A Jacobson

Central Experience of the Content
The students are given symptomatic examples of major changes in human consciousness. The
mythologies and outer events give pictures of inner processes beneath the surface. The children
recapitulate the stages of consciousness in a direct arts-integrated experience through story, verse,
dance, art and drama.
Ancient India/Persia/Babylon
In the stories of Manu, of Ganga, of Arjuna and Krishna we give the children a glimpse of a civilization that resisted
an involvement with the world of the senses, steeped in Maya, a dream world where time was less urgent. The
children experience a major contrast when the stories of ancient Persia are introduced. Zarathustra, who was born
laughing, brings agriculture and husbandry as tools against the powers of darkness. These legends bring a powerful
picture of the struggling human being able to choose between good and evil. In the Avesta, every lie is the servant of
Ahriman, the power of the dark, who is the great living lie. Moving to the Near East and the land that is now Iraq, we
find the great story of Gilgamesh. The friendship of Gilgamesh and Eabani speaks inwardly to the children, who
grieve with Gilgamesh when Eabani dies and understand his longing when he sets off on his journey to find Eabani in
the spirit at least.

In ancient Egypt the children find themselves for the first time in an age that has left us monuments, works of art
and written records on papyri and clay tablets. The Egyptian strongly felt the lawfulness and beauty of the world and
became recorders of cosmic measures and relationships. With the great story of Isis and Osiris, the children enter
with enthusiasm into Egyptian life.

With the transition to Greece, the children feel that they have come home. Never before and never again will
they enjoy this same beautiful harmony and balance between the lightness of the young child and the maturing
weight of their earthly body. In the Greek experience the physical is permeated by the ideal; the human being is a
joyful citizen of the world not yet lost in materialism. From the tale of Troy, we journey to the development of the citystates and daily Greek life. From Plato, who thought in cosmic images, we move to Aristotle, who laid the foundations
for the rational, logical world to come. His pupil, Alexander, carries Hellenistic thought back in the direction of ancient
India and aspires to an empire where all are equal.

A Jacobson 2009
Future Capacities
The students come to experience themselves as heir to the ages, now taking their place to move forward
in our times.
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Topic

5.1 A :

Ancient Cultures:

India

Content Description
Students learn about
1. The transition from earlier cultures; Asia/Pacific- Mythologies from eg Asian, Pacific, Mayan,
Toltec or Aztec cultures; the story of Manu
2. Mythological content from the ancient Indian Vedas, Upanishads and the Bhagavadgita.
3. Stories of Manu, Ganga, Arjuna and Krishna; the gods
4. The caste system, concepts of maya and cycles of life
5. Indian festivals, food, art, dance, recitation and music
6. Complete skills from the English Literacy and Language Topic 5.3
7. Map and/or model India and experience the landscape, culture and philosophy
Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Students listen to myths of
Brahma and the Indian
Creation story
Excerpts from the
Mahabharata and the
Ramayana are told and read.
Eg They hear about the Indian
gods; the unfolding of the
world, the stories of Manu and
the Fish and the transition
between old and new cultures;
Ganga, Arjuna and Krishna.

Children retell stories focusing
on key images and moments of
potency

The Indian caste system is
experienced through stories
and descriptive texts.
The concept of maya is
brought through verses
The concept of reincarnation is
developed in stories

Students plan and prepare for
an Indian feast

They recite passages from the
texts in chorus and alone
They illustrate stories in Indian
style
They make costumes and act
out excerpts of stories
Indian music and dance is done
in morning circle work and in
movement lessons
They map and model India as
an ancient land, identifying
rivers and mountains, scenes of
stories and surrounding seas.
Students retell stories and
illustrate the differences
between castes.
They write about the Indian
concepts of the earthly life as
maya and the spirit as reality.
They describe the reincarnation
cycle as understood in Ancient
India.
They prepare menus, cook and
set a table in Indian style and
serve the food.

Deep Knowledge/
Understanding Expressed
through Skills
Students develop skills in drafting,
editing and rewriting in both selfdirected and teacher guided forms
They consolidate use of direct and
indirect speech with appropriate
punctuation
They extend strategies for spelling
Vocabulary is enriched by words
form historical and literary sources
Clauses are identified
They experience and embody the
culture, folk spirit and philosophy
of this ancient land in the art,
verse, mythology and landforms
and music.
They write reflective passages
from different caste perspectives.
They discuss and reflect on the
concepts of maya and
reincarnation in Indian civilisation.

They experience the cultural and
social life of this civilisation and
the implicit spirit.

They decorate the room and
perform Indian music.
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Topic 5.1 B :
Content Description

Ancient Cultures:

Persia and Babylon

Students learn about
1. Ancient Persian Culture- development of sedentary communities, farming and animal
husbandry
2. The experience of the duality of light and dark
3. The life of Zarathustra and direct communion with the spiritual worlds
4. Texts from the Avesta and Bundahesh
5. The Epic of Gilgamesh
6. Cuneiform script
7. Complete skills from the English Literacy and Language Topic 5.3
Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Students hear stories from
the Zend Avesta,
Bundahesh and the Epic of
Gilgamesh.

Children retell stories focusing on
key images and moments of
potency
They recite passages from the
texts in chorus and alone
They illustrate stories
They make costumes and act out
excerpts of stories
They map and model
Mesopotamia’s fertile valley as an
ancient land.
The draw the building of shelters,
farming and animal husbandry
The illustrate the role of the golden
dagger as plough or sword
Students dramatise excerpts from
stories
They embody characters and
scenes of Zarathustra’s sharing of
wisdom of farming with the people,
the battle between light and dark,
the power of the lies of Ahriman;
the abyss and the meeting with
Ahura Mazdao.

Students listen to
mythological stories of
Ahura Mazdao the creator
of light and Ahriman the
bringer of darkness
They hear of Zarathustra as
the leader of the Persian
people.
They listen to stories of the
Turanian warriors;
Zarathustra and Arduisur,
the drinking from the jug.

Students experience the stories
of the beginning of connection to
the physical world, the battle of
light and darkness and the
possibility of bringing light to the
earth through building of farming
communities.
They reflect on the role of sword
and plough.
They reflect on the human
struggle for the good, the inner
voice and the role of inspiration
from the divine.

They hear of Zarathustra in
the mountain cave; his
reaching the abyss and his
meeting with Ahura
Mazdao

Students hear of the Epic of
Gilgamesh

Deep Knowledge/
Understanding Expressed
through Skills
Students develop skills in
drafting, editing and rewriting in
both self-directed and teacher
guided forms
They consolidate use of direct
and indirect speech with
appropriate punctuation
They extend strategies for
spelling
Vocabulary is enriched by words
form historical and literary
sources
Clauses are identified

They experience and embody
the culture, folk spirit and
philosophy of this ancient land in
the art, verse, mythology and
landforms and music.
They retell, illustrate in Babylonian
style and write the story.

They reflect on the loss of Inkidu,
the grieving process and the
journey to find the secret of
death and the human journey
faced by each person.
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Topic 5.1 C :
Content Description

Ancient Cultures : Egypt

Students learn to
1. Study stories from Egyptian mythology and work with artistic and written language forms for
expression of these stories
2. Reflect on the world of the Pharaohs; priests and judges and other professions.
3. Study the connection to the spiritual worlds through the portal of death; mummification and
burial rites, pyramids, royal graves
4. Know about the daily life and understand the geography of the Nile Valley and its impact on the
culture and irrigation systems.
5. Complete skills from the English Literacy and Language Topic 5.3
6. Sequence historical people and events and use historical terms

Learning Experiences
Students hear stories of the
trinity of Isis, Osiris, Horus
and Set and excerpts from
Egyptian mythology.

Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical Deep Knowledge/ Understanding
Elaboration
Expressed through Skills
Children retell stories focusing
Students develop skills in drafting,
on key images and moments
editing and rewriting in both selfof potency.
directed and teacher guided forms.
They recite passages from the
texts in chorus and alone.
They illustrate stories in
Egyptian style.
They make costumes, props
and act out excerpts of stories.

They develop skill in sequencing,
encapsulation of main points and use
of enriched and specialised vocabulary
They consolidate use of direct and
indirect speech with appropriate
punctuation
They extend strategies for spelling on
a weekly basis.

Hieroglyphs or cuneiform of
Egypt, letter script of the
Phoenicians is studied.
Students hear stories of the
preparation and education
of the Pharaoh, the royal
household, temple initiation
They experience Egyptian
art in drawings and
artworks of the times.

Students study the
measurement, mathematics
and geometry of the
Egyptian times.
Students study maps, plans
photographs and drawings
of the Egyptian lands, the
Nile and remnants of
Egyptian culture.

Students gain skill in
hieroglyphics and compare this
style to the letter script of
Phoenicia.
The vow of silence, escaping
the abyss, the trials by earth
air, fire and water.
The veil of Isis.
Students do paintings, plaster
relief, carvings, statues,
jewellery; dyes from metals
and oxides; use of clay moulds
for pouring.
They explore the
measurements used for
building temples and those
used to plot farming land after
the floods.
They map and model the fertile
valley of the Nile as an ancient
land;
They make models of the
pyramids, the Sphinx and the
temples and tombs.

Subject, object, verbs, phrases and
clauses are identified.
They reflect on the different experience
of the two scripts with regard to the
immediacy, clarity and imaginative
dimension of the writing.
They reflect on life as a young
Egyptian preparing for this role.

They recognise the profile paintings,
the multiple figures and their unique
perspective.
They are immersed in the artistic
consciousness of the times.
Students understand the geometrical
forms of the pyramid, the use of ropes
with knot ties, cubit rods.

Students experience the landscape as
formative to the history;
They experience the systems of
measurement, geometrical forms and
the spiritual gesture of the civilisation.
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Topic 5.2

English/History:

Ancient Greece

As the soul is immortal and has seen all things here and in the underworld, there is nothing which it has
not learned; so it is in no way surprising that it can recollect the things it knew before, both about virtue
and about other things. As the whole of nature is akin, and the soul has learned everything, nothing
prevents a man after recalling one thing only- a process men call learning- from discovering everything
else for himself, if he is brave and does not tire of the search, for searching and learning are, as a whole,
recollection.
- Socrates
Topic 5.2 E
Content Description

Ancient Cultures :Greece

Students will learn of
1. The literature of the Iliad or Odyssey
2. The history and literature of the rise of Sparta and Athens
3. The history and literature of the Persian Wars
4. The history and literature of the Age of Pericles
5. Experiences of Ancient Greek culture pertaining to human freedom, beauty and balance of the
human body, love of the word, joy.
6. Greek philosophy, the lives of Plato and Aristotle.
7. Experiences of beauty, balance, sculpture and architecture
8. The life of Alexander the Great (could be done in Class 6)
9. Complete skills from the English Literacy and Language Topic 5.3
10. Sequence historical people and events and use historical terms
11. Map the geography of Greece and the lands around it.
12. Map the expanding world of the journeys of Alexander the Great and describe the cultural
meetings
13. The Olympic Games, its historical ethos and form today and how it connects countries and
cultures.
Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences
Multi-Modal
Deep Knowledge/
Artistic/Practical
Understanding Expressed
Elaboration
through Skills
The children experience myths of
Children retell stories
Students develop skills in drafting,
Zeus, the Titans and Prometheus. focusing on key images and
editing and rewriting in both selfmoments
of
potency.
directed and teacher guided
They hear of Pandora’s Box,
forms.
Aphrodite, Helen and the Battle of
They recite passages from
Troy, Odysseus and the Cyclops
the texts in chorus and
They develop skill in sequencing,
The students hear of Jason and
alone.
encapsulation od main points and
the Argonauts and the Golden
use of enriched and specialised
Fleece.
They illustrate stories in
vocabulary
They experience the deeds of
Greek style.
Perseus and the dawn of
They consolidate use of direct and
individuality portrayed in this
They make costumes, props indirect speech with appropriate
myth; the ability to think is
and act out excerpts of
punctuation
represented in the story. The
stories.
winged horse Pegasus embodies
They extend strategies for spelling
both imagination and creative
They make a story map of
on a weekly basis.
genius
the story of Hercules.
Subject, object, verbals and
phrases and clauses are
Students experience the stories of
identified.
the Twelve Labours of Hercules
Hearing the story of Demeter and
Persephone
They hear the stories of Theseus

They study the three generations
of the gods, the underworld and
the relationship to humanity.
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Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences
Multi-Modal
Deep Knowledge/
Artistic/Practical
Understanding Expressed
Elaboration
through Skills
The students study the founding
Students practice the long
Students embody the ideals of the
of the Olympic Games
jump, javelin, discus and
original Olympics and form an
running races.
Olympic community among the
They learn the music and
schools.
verses of the times.
The development of city states;
Students recall, research,
Students recognise the elements
daily Greek life, sculpture and
map and discuss the
of Greek life which are still with us
architecture.
geography and history of
today.
Greece and the lands
The life of Plato and Aristotle:
around. They draw
They experience the development
perception and thinking.
architectural features of
of new ways of thinking paralleled
The life and journeys of Alexander buildings.
in their own development.
the Great, his contacts with other
Students use primary
They widen their world view and
civilisations and the impact of this
sources and develop
experience the meeting of cultures
his pupil.
research skills using library
in the mapping of the journeys of
resources.
Alexander and interactions
They develop skills in note
between ways of life and societies.
taking, summarising and
layout of information.
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Topic 5.3 English

English Language and Literacy

Try to let the children practise distinguishing between telling their own opinion and reporting the opinion
of someone else. Then do the same in writing; let the children make a clear distinction between what they
themselves think or have seen and what they have heard another person say.
Rudolf Steiner Three Lectures on the Curriculum 6th September 1919
Central Experience of the Content
The language and literacy is integrated into the History of Ancient Cultures, Botany, Australian
Geography and History and Creative Arts. The students begin to write from different perspectives in
biographies, complex drafting of recall of myths, clear objective descriptive writing in Botany. All these are
now at a higher level of grammatical consciousness. The use of direct speech supports the sense of truth
and clarity. This prepares for the indirect speech which must be reported on from a more distant
perspective. Language and literacy support increasing consciousness and expression.
Future Capacities. The students’ ability to express themselves with skill, clarity and truth is the foundation
for later honesty and power of voice.
Content Description
Topic 5.3
English Language and Literacy
(This is integrated into all Topic as well as forming 1 or 2 discrete Topics/Main Lessons)
Students will learn to:
Grammar:
1. Explore the active and passive voice
2. Report using direct speech.
3. Differentiate between the simple and continuous forms of the verbs.
4. Explore sentence structure of subject and predicate and direct and indirect objects.
5. Identify adverbial, adjectival and prepositional phrases
6. Understand and use punctuation for possessives
Language/Written Expression
7. Differentiate between their own opinions and those of others
8. Write with different style or temperament and character of descriptions and correct
imbalances in descriptive writing; repetitive style, over embellishment or starkness of
observation.
9. understand the connection between language, degree of formality and social contexts;
10. Explore the use of temporal prepositions
11. Use appropriate organisation, headings and paragraphing in their writing.
12. Use rich vocabulary for precision of meaning
13. Experience and identify different cultural and historical contexts in language and historical
change in words and their spelling and meaning(5.1-5.2)
14. Use comprehension strategies to interpret information
15. Create and edit own text and help edit others texts
Punctuation:
16. Use colons, semicolons, hyphens and brackets are used to give clarity to written
expression.
Speaking:
17. Engage in choral recitation-verses from the Ancient Mythologies, Australian bush ballads,
seasonal poems- performance at festivals and assemblies. Individual recitation of chosen
poems in class and at parent concerts. Emphasis is on the Greek hexameter. Plant and
animal poems with the science main lesson.
18. Make a presentation to the class, using interaction skills, using clear and sequenced
content about a point of view
Drama:
19. Take part in a class play that has speaking parts for each student; with individual acting.
Spelling:
20. Recognise uncommon plurals
Handwriting:
21. Develop a handwriting style that is legible, fluent, automatic and aesthetic
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Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Deep Knowledge/
Understanding Expressed
through Skills

Children are involved in
exploration of literary pieces in
which action predominates
contrasted with those in which
a more passive experience is
described.
The possibility of the
experience of compassion
when the subject is acted upon
is facilitated in chosen literary
passages.

They are involved in rewriting
passages from eg the Greek
myths from the active into the
passive voice.
They translate from the passive
into the active voice.

Students identify verbs in the
active and passive voice in
texts.
They understand the definition
of an active subject or one acted
upon.
They recognise the role of the
verb to be in this context.

Students experience firsthand
accounts of historical or
contemporary events.

They write these objectively as
recounts with direct speech.
Care is taken to ensure that
students own interpretations or
opinions are differentiated from
those of the participants.

Students use correct forms and
punctuation for direct and
indirect speech.

Students read and hear high
quality descriptive writing in
conjunction with the botany,
zoology or history topics.

Students identify use of phrases
which answer how, when, where
or which are identified and
exercises in creative writing
undertaken.
Balance in descriptive writing is
identified. Passages with imbalances in descriptive
writing; repetitive style, over
embellishment or starkness of
observation are analysed.

Elements of adverbial and
adjectival phrases are identified
in texts and used with fluency in
writing.
Quality descriptive writing with
aesthetic balance is produced.

Passages are read in which
punctuation adds to the quality
and clarity of expression.

Colons, semicolons, hyphens
and brackets are used in
students own writing exercises.

Appropriate use of punctuation:
colons, semicolons, hyphens
and brackets are used to give
clarity to written expression.

Texts read are experienced in
regard to paragraphing, tense
forms of the verbs and use of
direct and indirect objects.

Exercises are undertaken in
which there is comparison
between the simple and
continuous forms of verbs.
Sentence structure is analysed
including phrases and subject
and predicate.

The role of the continuous in the
experience of duration is
identified and employed.

Please refer also to ARTS: DRAMA curriculum, including the Speech strand.
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Topic 5.4

History / Geography / Science / English
The Local Region / State

The spatial awareness of geography itself (helps the awareness of history). Just as some, perhaps all,
earlier cultures identified their land with the biography of their people, so too children develop a
consciousness of events in time through an understanding of place. In particular the relationship of
human activity to nature reveals our story. It tells us why communities settled here, what they did, how
they lived, and this tells us something about who they were and this is where history begins.
Richter and Rawson2
Central Experiences of the Content
The students extend their connection to include firstly the whole area bounded by all their homes and the
route to the school and then the wider region of their geographical landscape. The child’s sense of place
and of time is developed to include the whole of their region and state. The overlap between human,
economic and social geography merges with history. The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
and their land is the background to the study of the colonisation and European settlement of Australia.
They begin to form connections to the mountains or valleys and their vegetation. The possibilities that the
geographical landscape affords the development of human civilisation are revealed. This leads to
understanding of the historical development of the region from indigenous life to early colonisation; where
the towns were built, travel was possible and food could be grown.
Future Capacities
When the students have an understanding of the relationship between the human being and the natural
environment, its gifts and limitations they are more able to predict the repercussions of the denuding of
the environment by society. They have come to see where balance in geographical relationship is
possible and where historically that balance is lost.
Rather than intellectual discussion the students come to a natural experience of the impact of
colonisation on indigenous peoples. They also are strengthened by the stories of the endurance and
vision in the new settlers in a sometimes harsh environment. They gain inner experience of the strength
of pioneers and the indigenous peoples’ love of Country/Place.

2

Richter and Rawson (2000) Educational Tasks and Content of the Steiner Waldorf Curriculum
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Content Description
History / Geography / Science.
Topic: 5.4
The Local Region / State : History of Australia / Geography / Science
Students will learn to:
1. Hear, investigate, illustrate and write about the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peopletheir culture, beliefs, languages and social organisation and the significance of the
Dreaming, their relationship to Place and the effects of their role as caretakers of the
environment and their methods.
2. Describe and map early European contact of explorers and navigators with Australia and
nearby regions using scale, legend, title and north point.
3. Use and describe locations on maps of the region and state, using a grid system direction,
title, legend and scale.
4. Hear, recall, investigate and describe the journey and e.g. arrival of the First Fleet/ contact
with their local region and early colonisation.
5. Identify the factors that led to colonisation of their local region e.g. water availability, food
sources, climate, terrain, access to safe harbour and rivers and the effects of these factors
on the human qualities of a place.
6. Research, plan and engage in a camp into the local region or state, exploring and recording
the landscape, vegetation, weather, animal life, bush foods, water courses and human
development of the environment. Reflect on and implement waste management and
environmental care practices.
Historical Skills
7. Pose questions about the past and locate relevant historical information from sources
provided e.g. diaries, maps.
8. Identify traces of the past in historical features of the local area e.g. buildings
9. Identify different perspectives e.g. a European settler’s and an indigenous person’s first view
and contact.
10. Sequence historical people and events and use historical terms e.g. navigation, convicts.
11. Develop historical narratives and use a range of communication forms- oral, models, charts,
picture stories, music and drama.
Geographical Skills
12. Develop appropriate Geographical questions e.g. about the camp, sustainable practices or
Aboriginal bush foods, use a range of oral, written and visual sources, following protocols for
consultation with local Aboriginal community and/or Torres Strait Islander communities,
investigate, collect and record data and observations in tables, drawings, graphs and
journals and use maps.
13. Review research and draw conclusions, represent and communicate findings using
geographical vocabulary and suggest possible responses to the geographical inquiry or
challenge.
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5.4 Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Initial Learning
Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Deep Knowledge/ Understanding
Expressed through Skills

Students hear stories of,
read and research the
early life of the
indigenous people – their
use of various materials
for shelter, hunting,
cooking
Students listen to diary
entries, of explorers of
the region surrounding
the local area. Therefore
stories used will be
appropriate to the state:
Eg For NSW the life of
James Cook and the
journeys of the
Endeavour, the search
for the Great South Land
and the claiming of the
land for England.
OR The life of William
Buckley as their source
to introduce the
hinterland of Melbourne
and broader parts of
Victoria
They hear stories of, read
and research the early
beginning of white
colonisation in their area,
region and state and the
biographies of explorers
and settlers, using
primary sources eg
diaries and maps.

Illustrate stories, dramatise
narrative elements, map the
indigenous culture and
language groups.
Learn poems and songs of
the times.

Hear stories of multiple perspectives of
indigenous people.
Write journal entries and narratives of
the events.

Students draw the maps of
the journeys of the Endeavour
and illustrate the diary entries.

They understand and write or speak
about the reasons for the journeys of
the First Fleet, the convicts that needed
to be transported and the significance
and source of Australia Day.

Hear about an area of the
region being studied and
the proposed camp.

This could include William
Buckley down the west coast
of Victoria, the salt lakes of
Western Victoria, the You
Yangs, the alps to the N, NE
and East; Port Arthur
Tasmania; Freemantle WA as
appropriate.

They write about the arrival of the first
fleet into Port Phillip Bay under
Lieutenant Collins and the escape of
William Buckley and his encounters OR
convict settlement at Port Arthur.
They write narrative recounts of the
stories of initial experience of meetings
between Indigenous people and
explorers.

Illustrate stories, dramatise
narrative elements, map and
interpret the journeys of the
explorers.
Build a model boat eg the
Tom Thumb.
Study the botanical work of eg
Sir Joseph Banks,
James Ruse and successful
farming methods or relevant
local topics.
Plan, prepare and write
provision lists.
Research, investigate and
gather materials for shelter,
bedding,food, cooking
materials and waste
management.
Travel the explorers’ routes,
camp, use cooking and/or
shelter building equipment
safely and appropriately.

Write biographies of explorers, farmers,
scientists from primary sources, use
drafting and editing skills, sequencing,
present their stories orally to the class.
Write about the scientific work and
developments that made life in the
early days of colonisation possible.

Map the terrain and record data of the
surroundings.
Write a journal, describe investigations
into information of eg water availability,
flow of the river, bush foods available,
shelter materials.
Observe and draw the landscape, flora
and fauna of the local environment.
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Topic 5.5 Science/Geography:

Botany

Central Experiences of the Content
A description of the plant kingdom without its beauty would not be true (one should) let this beauty speak
without sacrificing the least bit of accuracy.3 The students are given the plants in the sequence of the
evolutionary system beginning with fungi ……up to the flowering plants. It has to be brought near to them
by comparing the plant families with their development….in a way which makes them aware of their own
development, something they can feel, not merely know.4 While the animal study of the year before has
brought awareness of specialisation, one-sidedness; the plant study brings experience of striving upward,
connection to the sun, balance, fruition and the miracle of the seed before a spring rebirth.
Future Capacities
The young student who has breathed in the realm where nature’s creative deeds appear in living shapes
develops into a mature human individual with a creative imagination which extends into the field of moral
action. Through contemplation of the forms, never lost in lawlessness (the student)….is given a mobility
as well as steadiness to moral being.5

3

Poppelbaum, H. Introduction in Grohman, G. (1999) The Living World of Plants.
Kovacs, C. (2005) Botany
5 Ibid
4
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Content Description
Topic 5.5
Science/Geography

Botany

Students will learn to:
1. Draw/describe the interrelationship of the plant to the air, rain (water), sunlight (warmth), and
earth environment.
2. Understand the growth and structure of the archetypal plant from seed to roots, shoots, leaves,
stem, blossom and fruit over time; the degree of uprightness, light absorption, blossom, fruiting.
3. Understand the simple grouping of plants according to the classification of their forms and to
perceive a comparison to the characteristics at the different growth stages of the human being.
4. Describe the relationship between the plant and the cycles of day and night and the seasons.
5. Understand the role of the butterflies and bees in the plant kingdom, the working of the beehive
and the relationship to the sun as part of the ecology of the natural environment.
6. Reflect on the plants we use from different environments as natural resources e.g. trees for
building, grains, fruits for food, cotton for clothes and the significance of plant life to people.
7. The influence of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people on the environment: their use of fire
to regenerate the bush, seed pods and the importance of fire, eucalypts and the shedding of
bark.
Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration in which students may be involved:
Initial Learning Experiences
Hear stories of the role of the
sun on the earth; warming of
the air, arising breezes; frosts
and heat; water droplets
evaporating, the rain.
Listen to descriptions of the
plant seeds in the earth, the
role of the warmth and water in
their germination, the shoots,
stems growing upwards, the
leaves and blossoms that open
to the sun, day and night and
seasons.
Grow flowering plants from
seed, observe.
Observe trees and hear
descriptions of their growth and
structure.
Listen to stories of the
butterflies and bees, the
beehive and the relationship to
the sun and plant growth and
pollination.

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration
Draw the sun/warmth cycles
of the earth including the
water cycle

Deep Knowledge/ Understanding
Expressed through Skills
Write poems/descriptions and
label pictures of the cycles.

Draw the archetypal flowering
plant showing the relationship
to sun, rain, earth and air.
Speak poems, action rhymes
and sing songs of the plant
world, sun and earth,
day/night and the seasons.

Describe the growth of the plant, label
the parts; stamen, calyx, sepals,
petals and pistils- the ovary, style and
stigma. Write descriptions about the
relationship between stages of plant
growth and the elements.

Listen to descriptions of, and
observe the grouping of plants
and their characteristics. Fungi
and mushrooms, algae, lichen,
mosses, ferns, conifers, trees
and flowering plants.

Draw the flowering plants at
their different stages.
Draw trees and their different
five and six fold structures
and symmetries.
Draw and write poems about
the butterflies and bees, the
nectar of the flowers from
which honey is made and the
pollen which is fed to the
young.
Draw each plant group in
their habitat. Draw the
structures of each and their
differing leaves (parallelveined and net-veined), root
systems, seedlings and fruits.

Hear about, research and
observe plants which we use in
everyday life.

Sew, make baskets, cook
and build with the gifts from
the plant world.

Compare the apple tree and the

Compare the growth stages and
likeness of structures of the butterfly
and other insects to the plant. Reflect
on the importance of the bees and
butterflies to the life cycle of the earth
through pollination.
Compare their relationship to the sun,
the growth of each plant group, their
structure, with the degree to which
they have reached the archetypal
plant structure and to the growth of
the human being and its different
stages.
Describe the use of trees, grains,
fruits, vegetables, coffee, sugar,
honey, in life.
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Topic: 5.8

Mathematics: Decimals

We must try to find the transition from the ordinary fractions to decimal fractions, so that they do not
appear to our pupils as irrational and remote from ordinary life. Right from the start, the children should
have the feeling that the decimals fraction is a mere convention based on usefulness and convenience.
They should also feel that the transition from the whole number to the first decimal place is nothing but a
continuation of the same principle which underlies our number notation based on tens, hundreds and so
on…..If children could be made aware of what basically, rests on general agreements made among
people, many a false belief in authority would dwindle.
Rudolf Steiner Renewal of Education 1920
Central Experience
The number system and how it came to be based on 10 works well with the historical theme in Class 5.
Students review place value and extend their understanding to the decimal point. They explore
multiplication and division of decimals by 10, 100 or 1000. Comparing decimals and rounding them is
included at this level. Addition and subtraction of decimals is also covered.
Future Capacities
Students are able to work with a system that they have encountered in measurement, money and in time.
They now learn to calculate within this system with confidence.
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Topic: 5.8
Content Description
Students learn to
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mathematics: Decimals

Explore written number systems
Extend understanding of place value from hundreds of millions to thousandths
Add and subtract decimals to 2 places, multiply decimals by 10 and 100
Order, round off and solve simple problems with decimals using multiplication and division.
Practice mental arithmetic in relation to decimals

Content Elaborations
Possible Learning
Experiences
Hear stories of the history of
early number systems and
the development of base 10
numbers and calculation
Students explore decimal
systems through pictorial
representation

Students hear simple
problems involving addition,
subtraction, multiplication
and division of decimals eg
money.

Multimodal Artistic
Activities
Become proficient with an
abacus

Representation and Understanding

They draw 10s, 100s tables;
shade decimal fractions
They name these fractions;
write them as decimals to
make adding quicker.
They discover that for
decimal fractions they need
to find equivalent fractions in
10ths, hundredths,
thousandths
They pose questions,
estimate, represent these
calculations and solve them.
They estimate answers for
division to find the correct
place for the decimal point.

They use the decimals point in writing
numbers
They convert tenths and hundredths to
decimals
They order decimals and round them
off.
They recognise the number pattern
formed when decimal numbers are
multiplied or divided by 10 or 100.

Understand the development of the
base ten system and place value to
thousandths

They understand that whole numbers
can be written as decimals;they write
out place value accurately, lining up
the decimal point and they complete
simple sums with the four processes.
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Topic:5.9

Mathematics : Decimals and Fractions

Central Experience
As well as gaining increasing understanding and skill in working with fractions with like and unlike
denominators, the students continue practicing multiplication and division of fractions and mixed
numbers. Gaining confidence in converting between fractions and decimals is important and the world of
metric measurement allows practical problem solving and calculation with a basis in the real world.
Examples from history of Egypt and Greece as well as Australian history can integrate the major themes.
Future Capacities
The students are still taken through pathways of understanding to build fraction and decimal skills. They
can visualise and engage in mathematical thinking around the complete number world which will be a
solid foundation for when algebra begins.
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Topic:5.9
Mathematics : Decimals and Fractions
Content Description
Students learn to
1. Read, order and round off decimals to 3 places
2. Use factors and multiples in solving problems with fractions
3. Find equivalence between fractions of various denominators and between fractions and
decimal fractions
4. Use the four processes with decimals to 2 decimal places
5. Estimate and measure length, temperature mass and capacity in m, km, g, kg, tonne, ml, lit
and use decimals in problem solving
6. Pose questions, gather data, use column, picture, tables to display results, describe and
interpret results.
7. Describe and interpret results
8. Use the four processes, fractions, decimals and measurement in problem solving.
9. Use the four processes, fractions, decimals and measurement in mental arithmetic
Content Elaborations
Possible Learning
Experiences
Students explore and
revise fractions in story and
in practical tasks in
handcrafts, woodwork,
history eg pyramids

They pose questions, draw,
measure and write about fraction
sums.

Representation and
Understanding
They use multiples, factors,
HCD, LCM in solving problems
with the four operations

They find equivalent 10ths etc;
they use division to find the
decimal

They are confident in choosing
methods to convert fractions to
decimals

They count the number of
processes required to add eg 1/5
plus ¾ - there are 5 processes,
whereas .75 plus .20 is one
process

They convert decimals to
fractions by cancelling

Students solve story
problems with decimals

They represent problems in
drawing and number and identify
strategies

They use the four processes to
solve decimal problems
They round off answers to two
decimal places

Students explore
measurement tasks in
practical and historical
contexts

They pose questions, estimate,
gather information, measure,
record and calculate length,
weight and capacity

They use the four processes to
solve measurement problems
using fractions and decimal
representation.

They engage in measurement
questions in mental arithmetic
involving decimals and fractions

They represent information in
pictures, tables, graphs and
describe and interpret results

They solve problems of time
measurement; they draw and
interpret timelines.

They use 12 and 24 hour time
and convert between them. They
represent historical events of time
on a timeline.

Students explore strategies
to convert between
fractions and decimals

Multimodal Artistic Activities

They discover that turning
fractions with different
denominators into decimals
helps to order them and apply the
4 processes
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Topic:5.10

Mathematics: The World of Mathematics

Many problems given can give rise to children making their own experiments with numbers and so
making their own discoveries. It is healthy to achieve a balance between that more self-directed
experimentation and working carefully through the teacher’s carefully prepared sets of questions. The
latter helps build inner discipline…whereas the former lets them taste its fruits when freely searching for
new revelations.
The more you give children sums to do which are easy and which they can do well, the more you educate
the will. The more they have to struggle with hard problem after hard problem the more you educate their
thinking.
Ron Jarman 1998 Teaching Mathematics in Rudolf Steiner Schools

Central Experience
The students have in the last 4 plus years covered the whole range of numbers both whole and fractions.
They now consolidate and extend their skills through practice of work with larger numbers and combined
processes and they extend their mathematical thinking through more complex problems and
investigations. Their wonder of number also needs to be nurtured through the magical qualities to be
discovered
Future Capacities
Students simplify problems, find shortcuts and investigate the world of number, which develops
mathematical thinking. Their computational skills are developed to bring fluency, which will support the
more complex work ahead.

Topic:5.9
Content Description

Mathematics: The World of Mathematics

Students learn to
1. Revise more complex tables forwards and back and in division form
2. Distinguish significant and non-significant zeros
3. Apply more complex problem solving strategies, use shortcuts, find averages
4. Use long multiplication to solve problems
5. Practise long division
6. Apply a range of efficient strategies
7. Use estimation and rounding off to solve problems
8. Recognise, use and solve more complex equations and problems with coins and notes to
$1000 using the 4 processes
9. Recognise number patterns, name them and continue the sequence
10. Describe events which are related, mutually exclusive or unrelated
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Content Elaborations

Possible Learning
Experiences

Multimodal Artistic Activities

Representation and
Understanding

Students engage in daily
morning circle, movement
games and /or eurythmy
throughout the year

They integrate music, movement,
verse and rhythmic work to extend
experience of number patterns,
times tables and geometric forms

They walk geometric forms of the
regular and stellar polygons
individually and in groups
They consolidate tables to 12x
forwards, back and in division form

Students explore practical
tasks which require finding
averages

They represent and then calculate
averages of measurement eg
height, costs, rainfall

They understand and use the rule
for calculating averages

Students explore factors of
composite numbers

They use known multiplication
facts and continuous short division
to analyse numbers

They extend understanding of
factors to identifying prime,
deficient, perfect (6,28,496) and
abundant numbers (12 as the
lowest)

They discover numbers whose
factors add exactly to the number
itself, those that total more or less
Students explore problems
including those requiring
long multiplication and
division

They review and chose among
different strategies, they revise
giving away the correct number of
eg hundreds first, then tens, then
units

They chose efficient strategies,
use estimation and round off

Students explore number
qualities further

They investigate the divisibility
rules

The know the divisibility rules
They for 2,3,4,5,9,10

They explore square and triangular
numbers further through geometric
representation and addition

They discover the sum of two
consecutive triangular numbers is
a square number; they find
numbers below 100 that are both
square and triangular

They investigate number patterns
of odd, even, multiples, number
rules, triangular, squares etc
Students investigate events
which occur eg yearly
flooding of the Nile, growth
of plants

They understand the
interrelationships

They are able to set out neatly and
complete long division to 1000s
and long multiplication to 10000s
in the general format

They explore number sequences,
find the rules and name them and
continue the sequence
They describe events which are
related or unrelated and the
likelihood of their occurrence
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Topic 5.11

Mathematics: Geometry

Steps for Geometric Construction:
Questions that pose problems to be solved are brought through a short story in which a life situation is
brought to the children....The solution will generally be found by the children independently. Different
solutions will be listened to and discussed...until a general understanding and agreement is reached...a
description of the solution is written ....and an explanation of the construction as well as why it is
correct....then illustration of associated wholeness through a beautiful drawing and the use of the
construction with the most varied problems.
Ernst Schubert Geometry Lessons in the Waldorf School
Central Experience of the Content
The students now find the geometric forms within the circle again using ruler, compass, protractor and set
square. They experience however the need for attention to detail and accuracy as well as the beauty of
forms and colour highlighting. Simple drawing exercises of circle and straight line such as concentric
circles develop skill with instruments. They again draw circle rosettes and construct the triangle and
quadrilateral family from the rosette. They go on to work with bisecting lines and angles. These geometric
constructions are built up through narrative based problems which need to be solved by the children.
Future Capacities
The ability to visualise problems and find imaginatively comprehended solutions which require geometric
construction is training in mobility of thought and imaginative perception.
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Topic 5.11
Content Descriptions

Geometry

Students learn to:
1. Draw the triangle and quadrilateral family from circle rosettes
2. Measure with a protractor, identify and name angles
3. Make simple constructions with compass, protractor and ruler and highlight with colour the
forms
4. Visualise and solve problems requiring geometric constructions
Content Elaborations
Artistic Multimodal Activities
Representation and
Possible Learning
Understanding
Experiences
Students move in larger
They construct the triangle and
They complete constructions
space and observe the
quadrilateral family from circle
with instruments with precision
teacher drawing the
rosettes and colour them.
and skill.
derivations of the circle,
ellipse, triangle and square
They explore in drawing the axes of They understand and use the
with instruments.
symmetry of the circle or two circles terminology of geometric work:
in various relationships in space eg bisect, angle, radius, passant,
They listen to and observe
intersecting, in contact or apart.
secant, circumference, diagonal,
the descriptions underlying
arc and chord.
the understanding of the
They explore the connection
quadrilateral family and
between the straight line and the
They are inspired by the beauty
their drawing with
point and their polar relationships.
of the creative forms which
instruments.
underlie the world and the
Students draw geometric problems, cosmos.
They observe the axes of
imagine solutions, discuss them
symmetry of circle
and refine their viewpoints. They
relationships presented by
construct perpendicular bisectors
Students learn to think spatially
the teacher and the bisection and bisect lines and angles.(could
and to imagine processes and
of lines and angles.
be done in Class 6)
constructions as well as
They hear problem based
geometric relationships.
scenarios.
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Maths 5.12

Form Drawing Class 5

After doing form drawing for many years the children will have acquired many abilities which go beyond
mere technical abilities. Obviously their feeling for form and relationships will bear fruit in geometry. Their
keen observation will be an asset to the study of the sciences, art history and art in general. Their taste
will have developed through an awareness of what does and does not belong together. They will have
acquired a living quality of thinking and an ability to concentrate. Beside these qualities, certain basic
human attitudes- wonder towards the phenomena of the nature, enthusiasm, a sense for the beautiful,
the urge to do one’s best, a sense of responsibility- must be planted as seeds in the young child if they
are to become a living part of him.
Margaret Frohlich 1984
The Central Experience of the Content
Increasing complexity of forms, transformations and inversions is possible now. The more complex
rosettes and point/periphery exercises are a challenge and their finding of outer forms, inner forms and
counter movements can extend the most able students.
In Class 5 the students are also led to experience form in the world through their study of botany and
plant growth forms and through their experience of the architecture of the epochs of the Ancient World.
Future Capacities
Form drawing is practiced up to the fifth grade. Then this form-experiencing, form creating kind of
drawing is differentiated. One way leads into geometry, first freehand drawing of plane figures and solid
bodies, later drawing them with instruments. The other way serves entirely the teaching of sciences,
mainly natural science. Through past experience with form drawing, the children become aware now in a
living way of plant forms, of the metamorphosis of leaves, and so forth., In physics this drawing helps
them to grasp the forms of dripping water, or the beauty of the Chladni sound figures, or of snow crystals.
Hans Niederhauser (1984)
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Content Description
Maths 5.12

Form Drawing Class 5
(usually done as blocks or weekly lessons)

Students will learn to:
1. Find, explore, move and draw lines and curves including:
2. Forms for the cultural epochs;
3. The labyrinth;
4. Botanical growth forms or bud and leaf;
5. Point/periphery relationships;
6. Rosettes with inner and outer transformations
7. Explore and use in movement and drawing the directions of space and the polarities of
movement (fast/slow, holding/ releasing);
8. Develop harmony, symmetry, beauty and order of form.
Content Elaboration
Possible Learning
Multi-Modal Artistic Activities
Representation and Understanding
Experiences
Children visualise and follow
inwardly the movement of the
forms presented with their
dynamic and imaginative
gestures.
They explore these forms in
their body and the world
around them.
They connect to the
formative forces of the
natural world.
*They repeatedly practice
forms by walking the patterns
in Eurythmy lessons and
other group geometrical
movement exercises.

Children see and inwardly
imagine transformations
including those of botanical
forms.(p8, 48)
Children hear about early
shield, architectural and
rosette forms and observe
designs.
Students hear stories of,
research and see labyrinth
forms.
They find and investigate
increasingly complex forms
from previous studies.

Children explore and dramatise
movement of forms through
class and individual expression.
The children experience
movement between the
polarities of fast/slow, holding/
releasing and finding the
balance point and the pause in
the flow.
They express polarities
experienced in colour which
complement or enhance the
form: receding or radiating,
active or passive, merging or
forming.
They develop spatial orientation,
body geography and
harmonious balanced
movement.
They draw inward and outward
inversions of the circle and leaf,
bud and flower forms.

Children gain experience and skill
in inner/outer orientation and
balance through spacing, position
and balance of form on the page:
right/ left, top/ bottom,
beginning/end.
They unfold an appreciation of
order, symmetry, beauty and
harmony which strengthen the
imaginative faculty.
Children through repetition of forms
develop strength of will, grace and
purposefulness.

They can transform forms in which
movement and counter movement
interplay until harmony is reached

They freely draw and complete
forms from India, Persia, Egypt
and Greece eg items from the
Treasures of Agamemnon.

They complete circular and border
forms with inner symmetry and
transformations.

They create, move and draw
complex, patterns of diagonal
symmetry, circular forms,
inversions and labyrinth
patterns.

Students see and complete
exercises in diagonal symmetry
(p47)
They draw circular forms and find
an appropriate sheath form or an
inner form corresponding to the
main form.
They continue to explore
point/periphery relationships.
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OVERARCHING THEMES
Which are implemented throughout

Stage 2: Classes 4-6

Contents
A.
B.
C.
D.

Festivals, Celebrations and Rhythms of Time
(not applicable to Stage 2)
Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Morning Circle

NOTE:

Geography content added August 2013 / November 2013
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Overarching Themes
Which Are Implemented Throughout Classes 4 - 6

Theme A: Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Integrated Overarching Theme A

Stage 2 (Class 4-6)

“Throughout the year we fulfil the common tasks and duties of daily life and at the times of a festival we
turn our attention to the links which bind us with eternity. And although daily life is fraught with many a
struggle, at these times a feeling awakens within us that above all the strife and turmoil there is peace
and harmony”
Rudolf Steiner
"Those who contemplate the beauty of the Earth find reserves of strength that will endure as long as life
lasts. There is symbolic as well as actual beauty in the migration of birds, the ebb and flow of tides, the
folded bud ready for spring. There is something infinitely healing in the repeated refrains of nature -- the
assurance that dawn comes after the night and spring after the winter."
Rachel Carson
The Central Experience of the Content

As in times past festivals are held to celebrate such events as the harvest or spring. They bring whole
communities together in shared purpose and highlight the supportive cycles of life, They bring meaning to
human existence and reconnect people with the universe and their origins. The children sense the joy
and gratitude in the community around them. Children experience the diverse cultural festivals and the
historical continuum of celebrating the earth, humanity and the cosmos and their connections. A sense of
the great spans of time and the progressing cycles of existence is experienced.
Future Capacities
The experience of the festivals will live within the child, fostering reverence through the acknowledgement
of something greater than themselves, allowing trust to grow and gratitude and harmony to be more
deeply experienced. Through the sense of being embedded in the great cycles of life the students gain
security and trust which is a counter to the ever changing challenges of daily life
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Content description
Integrated Overarching A Theme Stage 2:
Time

Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of

Students will learn to:
1. Sing, recite and follow creative movement for the rhythms of time and celebrate the rhythms of
the day and night and connect with sun, the moon and stars.
2. Hear stories of festivals and family celebrations and experience cycles of the seasons through
celebrations for harvest, mid-winter and spring.
3. Observe and celebrate the changing beauty and bounty of nature
4. Listen and connect to stories of the past ways of preparing festivals through growing food,
cooking, making handcrafts and storytelling and music.
5. Recall, illustrate and write reports about aspects of festivals and celebrations from teachers
and elders from many cultures.
6. Bake, make decorations and gifts for festivals, dress in festive clothes and learn music and
dances.
7. Play recorder and string instruments in whole school and class orchestras.
8. Celebrate school festivals and community gatherings as well as class celebrations such as
birthdays, farewells and end of term celebrations.
9. Gain awareness of days and weeks celebrated or commemorated in Australia (including
National Reconciliation Week and National Sorry Day) and the importance of symbols and
emblems.
10. Celebrate world events from diverse cultures and experience the various connections Australia
has with other countries and cultures; understand and contribute to Australian and world-wide
community aid projects.
11. Organise, lead and MC aspects of festivals.

Content Elaboration

Threefold Cycle of Content

Learning Experiences

Multimodal Artistic Activities

They experience the nature
and festival table with art
prints, representation of
elements of nature from the
mineral, plant and animal
world.

Children experience the rhythms of
time in diverse cultural folk dances in
which the cycles of seasons, day and
night and cosmic movement of the
sun and planets are embodied as
well as the connections to their
origins, history and to the earth.

Children attend festivals of
the school, class
community and parent and
wider community with guest
speakers.
Children hear narratives
and learn about aspects of
seasonal changes in the
environment
They learn about chosen
world-wide cultural festivals
including Australian
indigenous festivals and
those from Asia-Pacific.

Children sing and play songs on
recorder, string instruments and
musical instruments from diverse
cultures; they include songs of the
seasons, festivals and cosmic cycles
in their morning circle each day and
for the festival.
Children recall narratives and
information learnt and draw and paint
aspects of the seasonal and cultural
festivals.
They prepare for festivals- harvesting
produce, baking soups, cakes, bread;
decorating, making gifts for farewells
and birthdays; dressing in eg spring
flower wreaths. They take produce
and gifts to the wider local
community
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Deep Knowledge,
Understanding and Skills
Children write about the
seasonal, nature and cultural
festivals over time and across
cultures.
They understand the role of
festivals in marking and
celebrating aspects of history.
They experience the importance
of sacred places in nature and
community where festivals are
celebrated.
They experience the security of
the rhythms of life and the joyful
anticipation of the return of the
cycles of celebration.
Children experience community
as it supports people throughout
the passage of time and they
begin to understand the
potential of their own
contribution to community and
festivals.
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Content Elaboration

Threefold Cycle of Content

Learning Experiences

Multimodal Artistic Activities

Children experience and
contribute to social
impulses for support or aid
for other communities and
countries.

They plan, MC and lead performance
aspects and speeches.
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Deep Knowledge,
Understanding and Skills
They experience connections to
other countries and cultures of
the world and are aware of how
this affects their awareness of
the world.
They gain skills and confidence
in speech craft, leadership and
organisation.
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Overarching Theme C: Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Integrated Overarching Theme C

Stage 2 (Classes 4-6)

Handcrafts of the Traditional World / Woodwork
The Central Experience of the Content from the Perspective of History
The experience of traditional handcrafts takes children to times of old when the family and local
community made many of the furnishings, tools and clothes in their homes, when crafts were done by all
around the fire at night and care was taken with the objects which represented many hours of labour.
They experience the practical reality of past ways of life and they gain the skills for life in sewing, wool
crafts, weaving and woodwork which were once learnt by all. The love of colour, texture and form of
their work nurtures their artistic sense.
Future Capacities
The children develop a sense of care for each other’s work and a feeling of community that will remain
with them. They learn to appreciate the beauty and artistry of handmade goods and the empowerment
that comes from being able to make one’s own belongings. The development of community through
shared activity forms a model of a sustainable and creative future.
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Content description
Technology/History

Traditional Handcrafts of the World : Stage 2

Students will learn to:
1. Knit more complex articles and patterns including four needle knitting.
2. They make a range of toys, household items and clothes including socks or mittens, embroidered
items and dolls and felt animals.
3. To sew and use more complex embroidery.
4. They draft patterns for animal forms, felt wool and sew up.
5. They use a pattern to cut out, sew and finish a formed doll.
6. To dye fabrics and wool.
7. Plan and design woodwork projects, rasp, file, sand and oil wood for home or classroom objects.
8. Plan and create projects related to Science, History, Maths, Geography and English Topics using
clay, stone copper or bush objects. e.g. Class 4- Copper work, smithing or forging, pen and ink.
Class 5- Egyptian pyramid building, Egyptian jewellery or basketry, Greek architectural forms
Class 6 – Models of Roman aqueducts, bridge building
Content Elaboration

Threefold Cycle of Content

Possible Teachers
Multimodal Artistic Activities
Presentations and Children’s
Learning Experiences
Children learn to work with four
Children observe and study the needles and to design and follow
making of knitted socks,
patterns with stripes, geometric
mittens and of designs in the forms and fair isle designs.
round .They experience knitting
being done by the teacher and They sew up and finish knitted
visitors such parents and
pieces of more complex clothing into
grandparents.
toys, clothing or other items as gifts.
They hear stories of past ways
of life and the origins of the
materials they are using such
as silk, wool, cotton and
Children see teachers and
community members drafting
patterns, sewing and finishing
dolls and toy animals.

Children do more complex
embroidery including cross stitch
forms. They design items such as
bookmarks, pencil cases, pillow
cases, table runners or wall
hangings.

Representation or Deep
Understanding
Children develop a deep connection
to the joy and satisfaction of making
something with their own hands
which traditional life gave.
Children gain skill increased skill in
plain, purl and in shaping, casting
off and on of knitting as well as
following patterns, fair isle, four
needle knitting in the round and
design.
They appreciate the closeness to
the beauty of nature and its forms,
colours and textures which arises in
traditional craftwork.

Children follow patterns, cut out, sew
and finish a formed doll with hair,
Children experience the contribution
facial features and clothes.
of the natural environment to life
Children see the woodworker or
and family. They understand the
teacher preparing wood,
Children design, rasp, file, sand and value and qualities of different
rasping, filing, sanding and
polish well-finished items out of
materials used for different items
polishing.
wood eg egg forms, spoons and
bowls.
Children experience the ways of
They experience many
life, tools, materials and skills of
handcrafted items used in the
traditional times in their own class
school.
community - times in which
everything in the environment was
made with care and artistry.
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Traditional Handcrafts of the World
Range of Activities
(A Creative Arts Curriculum will detail Scope and Sequence in Stage 2 of the ASCF Project 2014)
Class 4
Work from patterns
Picture forms
Design work

Class 5
Work from patterns
Picture forms
Design work

Wool
crafts

Pictures/ patterns
Stocking stitch, fair isle
patterns
Shaping, finishing

Four/five needle knittingmittens, socks or gloves
Felting clothes
Further crochet, double
and triple
Increase and decrease

Weaving

Circular weaving
Needle
More complex plaits, cords, ropes

Approach

Doll-making

Paper
crafts
Wood work

Sewing

Trades
Metalwork/
Main
Lesson
related
Festival
crafts

Class 6
Work from patterns
Picture forms
Design work
3-D pattern making
Felted slippers with leather soles

Frame loom
Macramé,
Netted bags
Pattern use
Shaped head, limbs
Hair and facial features
Clothes for doll

Paper mache forms of local area, region
Handmade paper
Bark and twigs to make
Different timbers and
Make spoons, scrapers, darning
animals, boats, figures.
their properties,
eggs, moving toys, eg pecking
Make simple spoon,
hollowing out logs, use birds, waddling ducks.
stirrer
of simple tools to
Filing, rasping, chiselling, planing,
Log constructions eg
shape timber, split
sawing, sanding
borders
kindling.
Safe handling of tools.
Cross-stitch, skill with
Consolidate stitching
Felt animals
needle, thimble
skills
Pattern making, gussets, 3-d
Pincushions, book
form, turning inside out, , stuffing,
covers, bags,
shaping
Tapestry
stab stitch and glove stitch
Copper work, smithing
Egyptian Jewellery,
Rome -Bridge building,
Simple charcoal pit
Egyptian pyramids,
aqueducts, architecture
forge, poker
Models from Greek
Simple musical instruments
Boat building- Viking
architecture/columns
boats
Basketry, coiled ,
Pen and ink
handle making
Candle making, flower wreaths, leaf rubbings, corn dolls, bread dough figures,
decorated candles, tissue paper mobiles and transparencies, mandalas, symbols,
egg decorating, mask making.

Woodwork Class 5 & 6
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Example: Handcrafts supporting a History Main Lesson
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Overarching Theme D: Morning Circle Class 4 - 6
The day has its rhythm and each morning we rebuild the class community by activities that reunite the
individuals into a whole. Each morning an integrated session of movement, choral verse speaking,
singing, instrumental (recorder and percussion) playing of material (poems, songs and action rhymes)
related to the current Main Lesson content serves to:
 deepen the learning through artistic experience; and
 reunite the students of the class into a community.
Future Capacities
Creativity and team playing grow from shared artistic experiences such as Morning Circle.
Learning in community fosters a sense of relationship and being a member of a team. The artistic
deepening of learned content fosters a creative imaginative and inner mobility.

Content Description
English/ Creative Arts
Students will learn to
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Morning Circle Classes 4-6

Practice Lessons

Speak morning verses, greetings and verses to bring balance and focus
Speak Australian poetry and sing Australian bush ballads.
Speak verses from a diverse cultural and historical range including Northern Europe,
Ancient Cultures and Asia-Pacific.
Sing songs relating to the learning themes from the Topics, seasons, festivals
and daily rhythms
Play recorder, string instruments and percussion with increasing ability to read music
and perform at assemblies and concerts
Integrate mathematical tables and number patterns with body percussion and movement
Practice a range of mental arithmetic
Engage in folk dance and bean bag and movement games

Morning Circle
Verse
for Ancient Cultures:
Egypt
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Achievement Standards Class 5: ENGLISH
Receptive Modes (listening, reading and viewing)
1. By the end of Year 5, students explain how text structures assist in understanding the text.
2. They understand how language features, images and vocabulary influence interpretations of
characters, settings and events.
3. They analyse and explain literal and implied information from a variety of texts.
4. They describe how events, characters and settings in texts are depicted and explain their own
responses to them.
5. They listen and ask questions to clarify content.
Productive Modes (speaking, writing and creating)
6. Students use language features to show how ideas can be extended.
7. They develop and explain a point of view about a text, selecting information, ideas and images
from a range of resources.
8. Students create a variety of sequenced texts for different purposes and audiences.
9. They make presentations and contribute actively to class and group discussions, taking into
account other perspectives.
10. When writing, they demonstrate understanding of grammar, select specific vocabulary and use
accurate spelling and punctuation, editing their work to provide structure and meaning.

General Capabilities CLASS 5

ENGLISH

English and History are integrated in Class 5 through the Historical Themes
Focus
Literacy
The historical perspectives in English support the work with the passive voice in the figures in the
mythologies and in historical biographies. Work with direct and reported speech from history also
supports literacy. They write with a richer vocabulary and syntax about the human feelings and struggles
throughout mythological and written history.
Numeracy
Historical perspectives on the history of mathematics support numeracy as the students study the
Babylonian, Egyptian and Greek mathematical frameworks especially the work of Pythagoras.
ICT
The history of technology provides a rich connection and understanding of the role and development of
tools, inventions and the effects on daily life. They appreciate the contribution of technology.
Critical and Creative Thinking
The rich breadth of mythologies of the ancient world brings daily stories of other cultures and different
historical forms of consciousness. From the spiritual focus of Ancient India to the Babylonian awareness
of the stars; the Egyptian preoccupation with death to the awareness of beauty of form and philosophy in
Greece, the students experience stimulus to both creative and conceptual thinking. The perspectives on
European occupation of the lands of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples are still narrative
based but the students experience the world of the other.
Ethical Behaviour
The work with the passive voice in history studies supports the development of empathy. When the
experience of the other is the focus of our writing and thoughts then we are able to take a different
perspective which has a moral quality. The mythologies have spiritual/moral dimensions - Greek
mythologies have been termed pictures of initiation. (Hiermann).
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Personal and Social Competence
The Class Play with a historical theme is a major cooperative endeavour for the class and they prepare
the scenery, lighting and costumes together. The study of mythologies contains deep connections to
human social and personal questions.
Intercultural Understanding
Class 5 is a special year in cultural studies. Ancient India, Persia, Babylon, Egypt and Greece are
brought; particularly the culture of Greece and the Olympic Games ideal which promotes world
understanding. Australian history looks at the culture of Australian indigenous peoples and promotes
understanding of the effects of the European colonisation.

Cross Curriculum Priorities Class 5: ENGLISH
Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
Opportunities for integration of these histories and cultures come through the consideration of the impact
of European colonisation on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities in the integrated
History/Geography Topic.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
The integration of Asian cultures comes from the story stream of Ancient Cultures.
Sustainability
The mythologies and histories of Ancient Cultures contain pictures of connection to nature that build
strong perspectives in the students e.g. Persia and the beginning of Agriculture; the Nile River in Egypt
and the importance for farming.
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Achievement Standards Class 5: MATHEMATICS
1. By the end of Class 5 students are familiar with numbers to 1 million. They solve algorithms to
100 000 with addition and subtraction with trading. They use long multiplication and explore long
division. They apply efficient problem solving strategies. They use estimation and rounding off
and find averages. They use mental arithmetic to solve a range of more complex problems
including those with measurement, fractions and decimals
2. They compare, order and represent decimals and fractions on a number line and use place value
in decimal fractions.
3. They convert fractions to decimals and vice versa. They convert proper, improper and mixed
fractions. They solve simple algorithms with decimals.
4. They solve problems with coins and notes to $100 using the four processes.
5. They use decimals and fractions in more complex measurement problems with length, weight,
capacity, temperature and time.
6. They gather data, draw graphs and interpret data sets and representations.
7. Through geometric drawing, they derive the triangle and quadrilateral forms from the circle, and
draw rosettes.

General Capabilities Class 5: MATHEMATICS
Literacy
Literacy is interwoven within the Mathematics Topics throughout this stage in the poems and verses of
morning circle and in the Main Lesson books (5.8-5.10), in which there are visual representations,
written explanations and calculation. In particular 5.12 Decimals and Measurement gives opportunities
for writing of solutions to mathematical problems.
Numeracy
In Stage 2 the learning is still of a practical and authentic nature. Mathematics is applied in relation to the
content in other learning areas such as Ancient Cultures. The teacher can embed, through the content
elaborations in column 1, the story/descriptive content for the learning in relation to these stories.
Mathematics is thus experienced as something to which they can apply all aspects of their related
practical skills, artistic exploration and creative thinking. This applies particularly to Babylon (5.1 C) and
Egypt (5.1 D) which were strong centres of early mathematics as well as the work of Pythagoras in
Greece (5.2).
Competence in Information and Communication Technology
In the Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework in Stage21 the scaffolding of later work in ICT is begun.
1. Technology is understood in its relationship to the world and mathematical work eg abacus, Chinese
bamboo counting sticks, Egypt- cubit, knotted rope, plumb line.
2. The scaffolded skills of visual representation and clear organisation, filing and retrieving information
are built in their bookwork. Research skills are developed with reference books for projects.
Critical and Creative Thinking
In Stage 2 the development of critical and creative thinking is built through:
1. Oral language skills. The ability to develop nuances of thought requires the equivalent richness of
language and syntax brought in stories of the history of mathematics from eg Egypt,
Greece.(5.1, 5.2)
2. Work with concrete and artistic representation of decimals and measurement (5.10) in which the
visual thinking is developed.
3. Development of diverse strategies to solve mathematical problems (5.8-5.10)
4. The Form Drawing (5.12) the labyrinth, botanical forms and rosettes develop the ability for
imaginative and flexible thinking.
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Ethical Behaviour
This capability is developed
1. In the connection of mathematical ideas to the beauty of the formative dynamics of the natural world
(Form Drawing 5.12) a connection which underpins ethical decision making in the future.

Personal and Social Competence
This is developed in the class community through shared learning, group explorations and an emphasis
on ethical personal endeavour rather than competitive achievement.
Intercultural Understanding
Connection and respect for other cultures is built initially through
1. Mathematical learning embedded in stories from many times and cultures and how they developed
mathematics eg Greece and Pythagoras (5.2).

Cross Curriculum Priorities Class 5: MATHEMATICS
Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
Opportunities for integration of these histories and cultures come through the story streams of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people and their experiences when European colonisation began which
are woven into the Mathematics Topics from Australian History.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
The integration of Asian cultures comes from the story stream of Ancient Cultures 5.1, 5.2 weaving
through the Mathematics content .
Sustainability
Environmental integrity comes through connection and this is built through the Form Drawing Topic 5.12
which looks at dynamic forms underlying the natural world.
Practical work is begun in representing measurement data and the investigation, evaluation and
communication of this data.
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Achievement Standard Class 5:

SCIENCE/ GEOGRAPHY

Human Environment / Biology
1. Students identify the relationship of the plant and its characteristics to its particular environment.
They describe the growth and structure of the plants and compare to the sequential development
of the human being. They outline simple classification of plant forms.
Students explore the characteristics of places in different locations within the region. They
describe the interconnections between people, places and environments and identify the effect of
these interconnections on the characteristics of places and environments.
Managed Environment / Chemistry
2. Students identify the use and properties of diverse plants and their fibres for food, clothing and
shelter.
Colonial Settlement in Australia
3. Students outline ways of life including development of building materials, cooking, clothing and
farming. In camping, cooking and outdoor activities they use equipment safely
Earth and Space
4. They identify Babylonian star maps, calendars of the various civilisations and the use of key
features of the solar system.
5. They map civilisations, rivers and mountains of the ancient world and describe their relationship
to the landscape, daily life, philosophy and their culture.
Climate and Vegetation / Botany
6. Students describe the relationship between the plant and the cycles of day and night and the
seasons.
Use of Environmental Materials / Physics
7. Students describe the historical development and use of crafts /technology e.g. tools of
agriculture in Persia, Egyptian jewellery, pigments, pyramid building processes, irrigation
systems. Greek architectural forms, sculptural forms and material.
Relationship between Science and Geography / Culture and Science and the Human Being
8. Students record the historical development of geography/science and the contributions of people
from a range of cultures over time to the development of civilisation. Students identify the role of
science in e.g .pioneering and the development of agriculture and the role of explorers, road
builders and bridge building. They research e.g. diaries of explorers or botanical research.
Geographical Inquiry / Scientific Inquiry
9. They identify the relationship between the growth of plants and human development.
10. They research the necessary preparations and provisions for e.g. the first fleet, farming or
explorers journeys. They pose questions, predict and review their assumptions.
11. Students develop geographical questions to investigate and collect and record information from a
range of sources to answer these questions. They represent data and the location of places and
their characteristics in graphic forms, including large-scale and small-scale maps that use the
cartographic conventions of border, scale, legend, title, and north point. Students interpret
geographical data, infer relationships and draw conclusions. They present findings using
geographical terminology in a range of communication forms. They propose action in response to
a geographical challenge and identify the expected effects of their proposed action.

General Capabilities Year 5 SCIENCE/ GEOGRAPHY
Literacy
In Class 5 a new language of terms emerges. In Botany the names of the parts of the plant and the terms
for classification of plants emerge from descriptive narrative: the lichen, algae, sepals, calyx and
reticulated veins. There is also a finely differentiated, more creative language of descriptive writing about
the beauty and form of the plants in the landscape. The content embedded in the Ancient Cultures brings
vocabulary of e.g. Egyptian pyramid building, pigments, irrigation as well as Greek architecture. The
camp experience extends the writing of journals. Geographical inquiry uses new forms of data
representation and reporting.
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Numeracy
Numeracy is developed in the Botany Topic in the geometrical forms of the plants. The six-pointed star
inscribed in the tulip blossom (or 3 x 2 -the two triangles). The Rose with its five-foldness: five petals or
multiples of five in garden roses and in the related apple the 5 fold star when it is cut cross-wise.
Numeracy also emerges from the exploration of the built environment in ancient times in relation to the
astronomical positions, ratios and geometrical forms of e.g. Egyptian pyramids, Greek temples.
ICT
The development of increasingly detailed drawings, labels, tables, graphs and the page setup continue to
scaffold skills needed for ICT. The still artistic but carefully articulated classification of plants develops
skills in sorting and classification according to meaningful structures. The history of writing through the
study of ancient epochs is the foundation for humanity’s developing information and communication
technology.
Critical and Creative Thinking
The students follow the descriptive narratives and then through drawing express their experience of the
forms of nature. This is not abstract but insightful: the flower that turns toward the light; the mushroom
cap that turns away from it. Questions emerge that can only be answered later- why does a rose have 5
fold patterns, why can moss drink through its leaves but a flowering bush does this through its roots, why
only the light of the sun can make leaves green? It is the careful bringing of mysteries that allows a later
understanding of the questions that need to be explored.
In understanding the historical development of creative thinking in successive civilisations students are
schooled in the potential reflective capacities of humanity.
Ethical Behaviour
Respect for the forms of nature both plant and animal and the landscape, their beauty, wonder and
fragility forms a foundation for ethical decisions with regard to the environment. The overview of
humanity’s relationship to the environment afforded by the Ancient Cultures give a picture of human
wisdom working initially in cooperation with the natural world. This compares with a modern approach to
resources and development of spaces which has in some ways become alienated from the natural
environment.
Personal and Social Competence
The camp in the Regional area affords strong opportunities for building social competence in planning,
supporting each other and in responsibility for the shelter and cooking arrangements. Personal
competence also has unique development when the student applies their skills with confidence beyond
the family situation.
Intercultural Understanding
The review of the development of other cultures shows both their contribution and the particular skills that
each culture, in its own environment and historical situation, is prompted to unfold. The Ancient Persian
development of agriculture, the Babylonian insights into Astronomy, the Egyptian work with irrigation and
building and the Greek architectural forms reflect aspects of the history, philosophy and human and
social geography of each culture.
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Cross Curriculum Priorities

Class 5:
SCIENCE/ GEOGRAPHY

Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
The Topic of Geography of the State covers perspectives of indigenous Australian peoples relating to life
before European colonisation and the effects of colonisation.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
The Geography and History of the Region/State is linked to Asia in stories of the early navigators of the
world who first reached Australia and parts of Asia- Pacific and of early settlers who came from Asia and
their relationship to the land. This helps build a picture of the Asia- Pacific region.
The Ancient Cultures Topic includes Asia, particularly the geography and history of India.
The Ancient Cultures includes History of Science and covers Asia and the inventions and scientific
progress of the cultures.
Sustainability
The Topic on Botany gives depth and appreciation of the plant kingdom which support a sustainable
world view and connection to life. A consideration of Aboriginal life before European colonisation brings
awareness of sustainable ways of living. The focus in stories of early settlers need for food and water
also brings knowledge of the essential role of the environment in sustaining life.

Achievement Standards Class 5:

HISTORY

1. Students experience immersion in mythologies, narratives and cultural and artistic experiences
of the Ancient Cultures of Asia Pacific, India, Persia, Babylon, Egypt and Greece as well as the
Regional and State history of Australia. They participate in Festivals and Celebrations.
2. Students work with enthusiasm to engage in cultural music and dance, artistic forms and
mythological story recall from ancient cultures and Australian history. eg Australian History:
mapping, drawing scenes from narratives, dramatic presentations; cooking or craft work from
pioneer times, camping, bush food and Australian poetry.
3. Students Investigate and integrate different sources and perspectives on the state and
regional history of Australia and the Ancient Cultures of India, Persia, Babylon, Egypt and
Greece. They identify and locate books and pictures to research their historical questions. They
can change perspectives to write about historical events from diaries and logs.
4. They understand and record the relationships between history, geography, literary sources,
development of communities and festivals in the Australian region and state. They understand
the historical characteristics of the Ancient Cultures.
5. Students communicate through writing historical narratives and reports, drawing and painting,
performing in drama and music and making items from history topics in class, group and
individual projects and performances about Australian regional and state history and Ancient
Cultures. They prepare annotated timelines and use appropriate historical terms.
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General Capabilities Class 5:

HISTORY

Literacy
The historical perspectives support the work with the passive voice in the figures in the mythologies and
in historical biographies. Work with direct and reported speech from history also supports literacy. They
write with a richer vocabulary and syntax about the human feelings and struggles throughout
mythological and written history.
Numeracy
Historical perspectives on the history of mathematics support numeracy as the students study the
Babylonian, Egyptian and Greek mathematical frameworks especially the work of Pythagoras.
ICT
Handcrafts and the beginning of woodwork bring development of more complex design patterns eg in
four/five needle knitting and in the making of simple wooden utensils and shapes with rasp, file and
Critical and Creative Thinking
The rich breadth of mythologies of the ancient world brings daily stories of other cultures and different
historical forms of consciousness. From the spiritual focus of Ancient India to the Babylonian awareness
of the stars; the Egyptian preoccupation with death to the awareness of beauty of form and philosophy in
Greece, the students experience stimulus to both creative and conceptual thinking. The perspectives on
European occupation of the lands of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples are still narrative
based but the students experience the world of the other.
Ethical Behaviour
The work with the passive voice in history studies supports the development of empathy. When the
experience of the other is the focus of our writing and thoughts then we are able to take a different
perspective which has a moral quality. The mythologies have spiritual/moral dimensions - Greek
mythologies have been termed pictures of initiation. (Hiermann).
Personal and Social Competence
Further longer camping experiences in regional areas require the ongoing development of skills in
cooperation, developing harmony between groups and supporting each other in challenging activities.
Intercultural Understanding
Class 5 is a special year in cultural studies. Ancient India, Persia, Babylon, Egypt and Greece are
brought. Particularly the culture of Greece and the Olympic Games ideal which promotes world
understanding. Australian history looks at the cultures of Australian indigenous peoples and promotes
understanding of the effects of the European colonisation.

Cross Curriculum Priorities Class 5:

HISTORY

Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
Opportunities for integration of these histories and cultures come through the consideration of the impact
of European colonisation on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities in the integrated
History/Geography Topic.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
The integration of Asian cultures comes from the story stream of Ancient Cultures.
Sustainability
The mythologies and histories of Ancient Cultures contain pictures of connection to nature that build
strong perspectives in the students e.g. Persia and the beginning of Agriculture; the Nile River in Egypt
and the importance for farming.
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